Apps & sites used by Northwest Paddleboards for planning SUP trips both
home & abroad
So you have come up with a plan to paddle from A to B but are unsure of where to turn to for tidal, weather &
mapping information…….
Here is a brief overview of the apps & sites we use. We access these on an iPhone so all are mobile friendly; in fact
all with the exception of Visit My Harbour are optimised for mobile use.
It goes without saying there are many other very good sites out there that are well worth checking out including
windguru, magic seaweed, etc but the below are the ones that work well for us. Click on the titles to go to sites
As ever – if anyone has any questions or comments please do get in touch – always happy to help

Navionics is our go-to mapping tool. It is a fully featured chart plotter showing tidal & current information. You do
need to pay to download the detailed charts but if you are going to be paddling regularly then it is, in our opinion, a
worthwhile investment (e.g. full charts & tidal info covering UK, Ireland & the Netherlands is £33)
It also allows you to download sections for use offline should you expect to be out of mobile signal or want to avoid
data/roaming charges
One feature that we use a lot is the route planning which once set up with your projected paddling speed will give
you time and distance between waypoints

Visitmyharbour

this site gives full info (including photos) on harbours around the UK & has copies of the paper

charts available to view as well as tidal stream info & tide tables.
Again, there is a charge (£25 one off fee) to access all of the information but it gives you features such as viewing the
charts a s a layer over Goggle Earth

Tides near me if you are out & about and want quick simple accurate tidal info for your current location then
simply open the Tides Near Me app & it will display how long since the last high/low tide & the time to the next.

www.tides4fishing.com is a free to use site and contains absolutely everything you could need relating to
tide, weather, wind, sea state, sunrise/set.
It is a mine of information, well presented, well laid out & informative with a lot of links & help guides.
Don’t be put off by the fishing element – this site is very good and relevant to paddleboarding – presenting all the
info in one place without having to flick from site to site.

Windy – a fully interactive & customisable weather map showing both current & forecasted conditions
Colour coded & animated makes it easy to view at a glance and the ability to zoom out gives you the bigger picture
of what’s going on weather wise. There are options too to view different weather models including one that adjusts
the windspeed/direction depending on the local geography.
As well as wind the map can display temperature, rainfall, wave height etc as both charts and traditional forecast

